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ABSTRACT
A telemetry facility may connect numerous telemetry receivers to a single tracking antenna
depending on the number of TM channels involved in the test and on the required redundancy.
The tracking data, i.e. AM normalized analog signals extracted by the receivers from the TM
signal and the AGC analog signals, are sent to the Antenna Control Unit (ACU) for tracking
error calculation.
The number of cables between receivers and ACU becomes important in some telemetry
facilities and the tracking signals being analog, the distance must be limited.
This paper proposes a new tracking architecture that moves from analog to digital links between
receivers and ACU with the following main benefits:
 Keeping the capability to acquire tracking data (AM&AGC) from several telemetry
receivers,
 Having more flexibility for integration,
 Improving interoperability,
 Providing availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms,
for C-band tracking improvement for example.
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INTRODUCTION
The tracking is a key function for telemetry antennas, and becomes more critical when moving to
C band , because of antenna beamwidth reduction.
Several type of tracking principles are used, mainly depending on the feed design: Conical
scanning (conscan), electronic scanning (E.scan), and single channel monopulse (SCM). All this
tracking methods generate AM modulation on the received signal.
A telemetry facility will connect up to several telemetry receivers to a single antenna, depending
on the number of TM channels involved in the test, and on the required redundancy.
Each TM receiver has the capability to demodulate the AM envelope of the received signal and
to provide this normalized analog signal to the Antenna Control Unit (ACU). The receiver also
delivers the AGC analog signal to the ACU, to allow antenna operator to evaluate the signal
level and to decide if this channel has enough Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to perform a correct
tracking.
The ACU receives several AM and AGC signals, which leads to an important number of coaxial
cables between TM receivers and ACU. The signals being analog, the distance must be limited,
generally with equipment in the same room or in the same rack for mobile antenna systems.
The tracking architecture of a telemetry station is now standardized from decades.
It is compatible with different kind of antenna tracking feeds:
 Conical scan feed with AM modulation from 25 to 50Hz,
 E.scan / SCM feed with AM modulation from 500Hz to 2000Hz
The TM receiver demodulates the AM signals envelopes and delivers it to the ACU. A
synchronization is required between the antenna feed and the ACU, called “Scan reference”.
In our paper we have represented this reference from the feed to the ACU which represents most
of the cases. It happens some vendors provide the reference from the ACU to the feed when
using E.scan or SCM feeds. This does not impact the philosophy of the proposed new tracking
architecture.
The ACU must select a AM signal (TM channel) from one or several TM receivers (operator
choice), and process it to generate Az and El tracking errors. The ACU includes a proprietary
AMs/AGCs board to perform these functions.
Configuration parameters are needed in the ACU software to calibrate the tracking errors for a
given TM channel (Az gain, El gain and phase to eliminate axis crosstalk).
Since the AM delay in the TM receiver is constant and ideally identical between vendor’s
receivers, the calibration is mainly depending on the antenna feed characteristics and TM
receiver
adjustments
such
as
the
AM
slope
output
adjustment
(V/%).
Today, if there are differences between TM receivers, the operator has to calibrate a TM tracking
channel at each time a new TM receiver is connected to an input.
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Fig. 1: Legacy tracking architecture

Summary of the legacy tracking architecture:
Main characteristics:
 Need a dedicated board in the ACU, ex: 16 AMs-AGCs inputs
Pros:
 TM receiver adjustment may be standardized, ex: 2Vpp / 30% AM
 Almost no delay in the ACU processing board
Cons:
 ACU needs a specific hardware  higher Cost
 AMs analog signals  ACU must be close to the TM receivers
 Many AM & AGC cables between TM receivers and ACU
 Only one set of tracking errors processed at a time :
 possible glitches on Az and El tracking errors when selecting another AM channel
 risks on servo loop for small antenna beamwidth (C-band)

ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURE
EXPERIMENTED BY ZDS IN 2002-2010: THE “ACU-RTR”
In 2002, we experimented installing our ACU software on a TM receiver (ZDS RTR). Then we
developed a dedicated signal processing function to convert the digital AMs available in the RTR
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to Az and El tracking errors. The feed scan reference was injected in the receiver from an
available TTL digital input.
The ACU-RTR software has a calibration table (Az Gain, El gain , phase, vs frequency and
channel); then when the operator selects the telemetry channel for tracking, the ACU-RTR
automatically applies the correct tracking calibration.
The ACU-RTR was able to control a tracking telemetry antenna, and process a single telemetry
channel with or without pre-detection combiner.
About 10 systems were delivered with this equipment, and field experience was gained on
missile, aircraft and launcher tracking.
We noticed improved tracking error quality, lack of bias and thus stability within time.
The ACU-RTR could not match the architectures where several TM receivers are needed, then it
remained an equipment used in specific cases. However it proved that processing digital tracking
errors inside a TM receiver is working properly.

Fig. 2: ZDS ACU-RTR tracking architecture

A NEW TRACKING ARCHITECTURE
The new tracking architecture must comply with the following objectives:


Moving from analog to digital links between telemetry receivers and ACU:
 Removing the existing analog coaxial cables
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 Improving tracking error quality


Keeping the capacity to acquire several telemetry receivers AMs/AGC:
 Not limited to the capacity of the ACU AMs/AGCs board



Possibility to have ACU and telemetry receivers not in the same room, and give
flexibility for mobile stations:
 Using a digital link allowing this physical separation



Improving interoperability:
 Allowing connecting any TM receiver with full compatibility



Availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms:
 Simultaneous processing of the tracking errors of all the TM channels connected to
the ACU.

Tracking data on a digital link between TM receiver and ACU
We have identified two possibilities:
Possibility # 1: TM receiver Digitized AMs, scan reference and AGCs:
 AM must be digitized at 39 ks/s (1000Hz E.scan or SCM) to allow ACU processing with
phase error ≤ 5° to limit axis crosstalk.
Possibility # 2: TM receiver Pre-computed tracking errors:
 TM receiver acquires the feed scan reference et computes tracking errors,
 TM receiver transmits tracking errors to ACU at 80 s/s to allow tracking loop correct
operation.
The second possibility is more efficient and thus selected for the new tracking architecture:
 Less data flow on the digital link,
 Compatible with small lag and jitter on the transmission between TM receiver and ACU.
The preferred digital link is Ethernet, which allows a flexible connection between TM receivers
and ACUs, using LAN on the test ranges.
The figure 3 provides the required data flow:
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Tracking Flow

Feed
scan reference
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tracking errors
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Fig. 3: Digital link data flow

The figure 4 shows the new tracking architecture.
The initial objectives are fulfilled.
 Moving from analog to digital links between telemetry receivers and ACU:
 Performed on a Ethernet link


Keeping the capacity to acquire several telemetry receivers AMs/AGC:
 The number of AMs/AGCs is no more limited by the ACU AMs board number of
inputs.



Possibility to have ACU and telemetry receivers not in the same room, giving flexibility
for mobile stations:
 Possible with LAN connections, since transmit lag 20ms (acceptable up to 40ms if
no datation is used on the tracking message).



Improving interoperability:
 Using the tracking message content, the ACU can automatically calibrate the tracking
channels.



Availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms:
 all the telemetry channels tracking errors are available at ACU software level
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Fig. 4: new tracking architecture
The following figure shows the required tracking error processing at TM receiver level and
ACU.
The TM receiver processing is quite simple and could be supported on existing TM receiver of
the different vendors.
The ACU has only the calibration calculation to perform, which is a basic operation.
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Fig. 5: new tracking architecture error processing

Tracking Message:
The tracking flow of pre-computed tracking errors should therefore contain:
• TM receiver Id: can provide information on specific compensations (AM delay))
• Channel Id (RHCP / LHCP / Combined): allows ACU to apply the calibration parameters
• RF frequency: allows ACU to apply the calibration parameters
• Receiver Lock/Unlock
• Normalized Tracking errors (X% and Y%)
• AGCs (dBm)

The new architecture without feed scan reference connected to the TM receivers
The TM receivers are moving to IP standardization for telemetry output (IRIG 218), and
therefore need time synchronization.
Some receivers are already capable of time synchronization from an IRIG-B signal. A
synchronization with 1s accuracy is feasible at the signal processing circuits level.
Considering such synchronization, one can imagine that the antenna feed AM modulation is
generated from a clock issued from the station time reference; for instance a 1000pps signal can
be used as a reference for an E.scan or SCM feed.
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Then the above new architecture could be operated without physical connection of the scan feed
reference to the TM receiver, making the integration and interoperability more efficient.
The following figure summarizes this new architecture:

Fig. 5: New tracking architecture without scan reference to the TM receivers

New tracking architecture summary;
Main characteristics:
 Need to implement AM processing in each TM receiver to deliver to the ACU X and Y
tracking errors (not corrected by gain & phase)
 Need to distribute feed scan reference to each TM receiver (may be avoided with time
synchronization)
 Need of an Ethernet connection between TM receivers and ACU
 Tracking calibration (Az gain, El gain, phase f0) remains in the ACU.

Pros:
 ACU does not need dedicated hardware for AM processing  regular PC
 Better tracking error quality / resolution (no DAC and ADC from TM receiver output and
AMs board inputs)
 ACU and TM receivers can be localized at different places (flexibility).
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Does not require any additional HW upgrades on (some?) legacy ACU and TM receiver
to support such advanced architecture  smooth migration from Legacy to Advanced
architecture
ACU can acquire simultaneously processed tracking errors of each TM channel
 possibility to display errors from several TM channels in the same time to help
operator choice; no more blind selection of the tracking channel;
 possibility to imagine new tracking algorithms which combine several tracking errors
(example: anti multipath algorithm)
TM receiver adjustment can be standardized / normalized : ex: 30% AM  X and Y
tracking error %
Tracking message including receiver Id, channel, frequency, ACU can automatically find
and apply the correct calibration (interoperability).

Cons:
 Ethernet LAN will lead to a small lag (ex: < 20ms)
 Considered negligible with regard to servo loop bandpass (≤ 2Hz closed auto-track
loop).
Nevertheless, TM receiver and ACU time synchronized on UTC allow a compensation at
ACU level.
 Feed scan reference must be applied to each telemetry receiver (may be avoided with
time synchronization)

CONCLUSIONS
From this study, we confirm that an alternative tracking architecture is feasible and will bring
real improvement in performances, flexibility, and interoperability for the ranges telemetry
systems.
The impact on TM receiver is considered “reasonable”, while the impact on ACU is a real
simplification for antenna vendors.
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